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Multicolor infrared detection realized with two distinct superlattices
separated by a blocking barrier
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A multicolor infrared photodetector was realized with two superlattices separated by a blocking
barrier. The photoresponse is switchable between 7.5–12 and 6–8.5mm by the bias polarity, and is
also tunable by the bias magnitude in each wavelength regime. In addition, our detector exhibits
advantages including little temperature dependence of the spectral response and the same order of
responsivity in the two wavelength regimes. The measured peak responsivities in the two regimes
are 117 mA/W at 9.8mm under 1 V and 129 mA/V at 7.4mm under20.8 V, respectively. Also, the
detectivities are comparable with the conventional multistack detector. The zero background peak
detectivities are 2.331010 cm Hz0.5/W at 50 K and 9.8 mm under 0.7 V, and 8.7
31010 cm Hz0.5/W at 70 K and 7.4mm under20.7 V. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
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An infrared photodetector capable of multicolor ope
tion is essential in various applications such as aerosp
observation, target discrimination, and temperature sens
Because of the flexibility of the band engineering, structu
utilizing the quantum well1–5 ~QW! and superlattice6,7 ~SL!
were reported to realize the multicolor detector. In this let
we adopt two distinct SLs separated by a blocking barrie
achieve multicolor detection. The photoresponse of our p
todetector is switchable between two wavelength regim
~6–8.5 and 7.5–12mm! by the bias polarity, and is als
tunable by the bias magnitude in each wavelength regi
Compared with the conventional multistack detector, our
tector shows the advantages of little temperature depend
of the spectral responsivity. This is particularly difficult to b
achieved by conventional multistack QW structures.

The advantages of our detector are due to the diffe
operational mechanisms from conventional multistack de
tors. To show these, the operational mechanisms of con
tional detectors are introduced. In a multistack quantum-w
infrared photodetector~QWIP!, the various stacks are sep
rated either by heavily doped conducting layers or thick b
riers. In the former case, the fraction of the differential res
tance determines the individual contribution to t
photoresponse from each stack.8 The stack with higher dif-
ferential resistance contributes more to the photorespons
general, the short-wavelength stack has higher differen
resistance than the long-wavelength one at a low app
voltage. Therefore, the long-wavelength spectral respons
can be observed only under a high bias when the sh
wavelength stack is driven into saturation and has com
rable or lower differential resistance. Since the differen
resistance of each stack is determined primarily by the v
age characteristic of the dark current, it is difficult to cont

a!Electronic mail: kuan@cc.ee.ntu.edu.tw
2250003-6951/2002/80(13)/2251/3/$19.00
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the responsivity in the design phase. Because up to now
theoretical model can accurately predict the voltage cha
teristic of the dark current of each detection stack ove
wide range of applied biases. Besides, the dark current is
susceptible to the variation of the operational temperatu
Therefore, the photoresponse in such detectors may ch
with the operational temperature.

The other type of conventional multistack detector u
lizes a thick barrier to separate the detection stacks.9–11 Un-
der an external bias, domains with different electric fie
occur in such detectors as the case of a single-color QW
Generally, high-field domain first forms in the shor
wavelength stack under a low applied bias, and the phot
sponse is dominated by the short wavelength. Lo
wavelength photoresponse can only be observed under h
bias condition along with the accompaniment of the sho
wavelength one. Both types of multistack photodetectors
several other QW-based structures3,12 for multicolor detec-
tion also suffer those disadvantages.

To overcome the disadvantages, the SLs were adopte
the detection stacks of the multicolor detector. Unlike QW
the electron wave function in the SL well overlaps the on
in the neighboring wells. The coupling of the wave functio
results in the formation of the miniband. Since the electro
in the miniband can tunnel through the entire SL, the
alone is a low-resistance structure. It is the low-resista
characteristic that avoids the aforementioned disadvanta
In the following, we present the design and performance
our multicolor infrared photodetector with a separating b
rier sandwiched between two distinct SLs.

The inset of Fig. 1 shows the structure of our photod
tector under a positive bias. The voltage polarity is taken
positive if a high potential is applied on the top contact. T
structure contains sequentially a 500 nm bottom con
layer, a 14-period bottom SL, a blocking barrier, anoth
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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 This a ub to IP:
14-period top SL, and a 400 nm top contact layer. Ea
period of the bottom and top SLs is, respectively, compo
of a 6 nmGaAs well and 4 nm Al0.27Ga0.73As barrier, and a
4.5 nm GaAs well and 6 nm Al0.31Ga0.69As barrier. The
blocking barrier consists of a 60 nm Al0.27Ga0.73As layer, a
50 nm graded AlxGa12xAs layer withx increasing from 0.27
to 0.31, and a 60 nm Al0.31Ga0.69As layer. Both the contac
layers and the SL wells are doped with 131018 cm23 of Si.
The blocking barrier and the SL barriers are left undoped

The operational mechanisms are also shown in the i
of Fig. 1. Because of the low-resistance characteristic of
SL, the applied voltage is almost totally dropped on the se
rating barrier. The photoelectrons in the second miniband
the bottom SL can tunnel through the separating barrier
to the electric field applied on the barrier. The escaped p
toelectrons result in net positive charges to attract electr
from the bottom contact and cause the photocurrent in
external circuit. On the contrary, the escaped photoelect
in the top SL cause electrons from the top contact and re
in internal current circulation, as shown in the inset of Fig.
Therefore, only the bottom SL is active under a positive b
In the same way, only the top SL is active under a nega
bias. This characteristic makes the spectral responsivity s
chable by the bias polarity between the two wavelength
gimes corresponding to the respective miniband transiti
of the top and bottom SL. Particularly, the photoelectro
with different energies relative to the edge of the separa
barrier exhibit different voltage dependences of the tunne
probability. As a result, the spectral responsivity is tuna
by the magnitude of the applied voltage. For the detai
mechanism, please refer to our previous work.7 In brief, un-
der a low bias magnitude, the photoelectrons generated
the short-wavelength radiation have higher energy and
neling probability to contribute to the photoresponse. T
spectral responsivity is primarily in the short-waveleng
part at the low bias magnitude under both voltage polarit
However, under a high bias magnitude, the tunneling pr
ability of the photoelectrons in the bottom state of the sec
miniband increases, and the long wavelength can domi
the spectral responsivity. Therefore, the blocking layer
only isolates the photoelectrons from the top and bottom
but also serves as a high-pass energy filter for the photoe
trons. Since the SLs have no voltage drop at operation,
spectral responsivity in each detection stack is not affec
by the differential resistance as the conventional multist
QWIP. In addition, the responsivity can be designed to

FIG. 1. Measured spectral responsivity at 30 K under several bias volta
The inset shows the structure of the photodetector under a positive bia
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comparable under both bias polarities by adjusting the b
rier height. Next, we will show the measured characteris
of our photodetector. The experimental results agree with
design principles.

The measured spectral responsivity shows little tempe
ture dependence and the representative one at 30 K is sh
in Fig. 1. Under the positive bias, the spectral responsivity
dominated by the bottom SL, and is tunable in 7.5–12mm
through the magnitude of the applied bias. While under
negative bias, the spectral responsivity is dominated by
top SL, and is also tunable in 6–8.5mm. It is noted that the
peak and shoulder positions under various magnitudes o
applied bias remain the same without the Stark effect occ
ring at both bias polarities. This indicates the voltage drop
the SL is negligible. Also noted in Fig. 1 is the same order
responsivity at both voltage polarities, which is difficult
achieve by using the conventional multicolor QW structu
In addition, the detector is insensitive to the operational te
perature. To show this, the integral difference of the spec
responsivity between two temperatures under specific
plied voltage is defined as

e~T1 ,T2 ,V!5

E uR~l,T1 ,V!2R~l,T2 ,V!udl

*R~l,T1 ,V!dl
, ~1!

whereR(l,T,V) is the spectral responsivity at temperatureT
and voltageV. The integral difference of the spectral respo
sivity of our detector is less than 3% with temperature ra
ing from 20 to 70 K.

In addition to isolating the top and bottom SL, the sep
rating barrier also reduces the dark current by preventing
conduction from the first-miniband electrons. In Fig. 2, da
current at various temperatures is shown as the solid cu
and the background photocurrent at 20 K is represented
the solid squares. Comparing the solid curves and squa
the background-limited performance temperature is below
K under 0.5 V, and 80 K under20.75 V.

In order to evaluate the detectivity, the noise perf
mance was measured from 1 to 8 kHz, which is limited
the noise and bandwidth of our amplifier. The current no
power spectral density~PSD! at 77 K was measured with ou
detector immersed in a 77 K liquid-nitrogen dewar und
careful electrical and optical isolation. With sophisticat
calibration of the system noise, the detector noise under
positive bias was extracted from the total measured nois13

s.FIG. 2. Dark current~solid curves! at temperatures ranging from 30 to 10
K and background photocurrent~solid squares! at 20 K.
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and is shown in Fig. 3. The noise of our detector is wh
noise in the frequency range of our measurement sys
Also shown in the inset are the measured noise data and
shot noise 2eId calculated with the dark current at 77 K. Th
dashed line in the inset represents the estimated minim
resolvable noise of our noise measurement system. It is
served that the measured noise PSD agrees with the
mated shot noise at 77 K for voltage larger than 0.5 V. The
fore, it is concluded that the noise source comes from
shot noise of the electrons tunneling trough the blocking b
rier. Since the dark current at 77 K under the negative bia
much smaller than that under positive bias, it is not reso
able in our noise measurement system. In the follow
evaluation of detectivity, we assume the noise is also the
noise of the dark current.

The zero background peak detectivity14 calculated with
the shot noise of our detector is 2.331010 (1.3
31011) cm Hz0.5/W at 50 K ~40 K! and 9.8mm under 0.7 V,
and is 8.731010 (5.731011) cm Hz0.5/W at 70 K ~40 K! and
7.4mm under20.7 V. Compared with the conventional mu

FIG. 3. Measured current noise PSD with the sample immersed in 7
liquid nitrogen. Each line corresponds to each point in the inset. The s
curve represents the estimated shot noise calculated with dark current
K. The dashed line indicates the minimum resolvable noise of our meas
ment system.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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tistack QWIP, which achieved responsivity of 0.75 A/W a
detectivity of 431011 cm Hz0.5/W at 40 K and 8.8mm,1 our
detector shows lower responsivity but comparable detec
ity.

In summary, we have designed and fabricated an infra
photodetector with two SLs separated by a blocking barr
Our detector is capable of multicolor operation. The spec
responsivity of our photodetector is switchable by the b
polarities and is tunable by the bias magnitude. In additi
our detector responsivity is insusceptible to the variation
the operational temperature. These show the structure is
appropriate to realize multicolor infrared photodetectors.

This project is supported by the National Science Co
cil under Contract No. NSC 91-2215-E-002-007.
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